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Details of Visit:

Author: Rahul123
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 16 Jan 2015 15:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 250
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Top Secret London - The Best Girls Here!
Website: https://topsecretescorts.co.uk/london-escort
Phone: 07900072555

The Premises:

Outcall

The Lady:

Madlene arrived 10 minutes early and I was shaving post my shower. I was delighted with the cute
smiley apparition that was at my front door. A big smile and the little black dress with high heels that
I requested. Madlene has a perfect figure absent an ounce of fat as shown in her pics, beautiful
hair, stunning eyes - the only minor discrepancy from her pics was that she has a tiny tiny amount
of acne on her cheeks. However, this is adequately covered by makeup and doesn't take away in
any way. 

The Story:

I requested Madlene to give me a little lap dance and it was a nice effort on her part. I enjoyed
caressing her perfect bubble butt while she teased my manhood. We were soon passionately
DFKing - I then removed her clothes and licked her boobies which she seemed to enjoy. We then
moved on to some OWO - having read prior reviews of PSE like experience and as she has DT on
her profile I face fucked quite roughly unlike my usual self - she seemed to take it with a smile and
indicated for me to tone down when I was getting carried away. I then moved positions and directed
her to rim me (again getting kinky as he as these PSE type reviews). Madlene didn't seem into this
though went ahead (when I tried during second round she hesitated and requested that it is not her
cup of tea). After a super long and excellent OWO from Madelene we moved on to sex. Various
positions were engaged in with total enthusiasm from Madlene. The only thing I would like to point
out is that she doesn't like her hair grabbed - which was unlike the rest of the PSE session - but not
an issue for me. After finishing round 1 - we had a little break before proceeding to round 2. Round
2 ran over by a few minutes but Madlene was kind enough to see matters through. A wonderful
escort and I wish her the best. Recommend wholeheartedly :) 
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